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Letter to the editor

June 2008: “The USGS has reported that a 3.9 magnitude earthquake hit Green Valley.” November 2008:
“Small quake rattles Napa area.” June 2009: “Tiny quake rumbles below Napa.”

Two months ago, high school student Yalitza Garcia and I discovered a 1-inch-wide crack running down the
rear of the Curbside Cafe on First Street, where the outside wall appears to be tilting over the sidewalk on
Randolph Street. We took photos of the crack and presented them to the building department. No one there was
aware of the building’s precarious structural condition.

Structural engineers call such a building a “failed structure.” I feel sorry for the owners because to make the
place safe will cost them a bundle.

They will need to place a steel frame inside the brick building to hold up the walls and roof in case of an
earthquake. But the public should be protected from loss of life in case of an earthquake.

To comply with the state’s 1990s earthquake retrofit standards, our small sister city, St. Helena, insisted that
owners of downtown buildings strengthen their buildings so they don’t fall on the unsuspecting public.

Now all of the 33 downtown structures have been retrofitted or are presently under construction. Meanwhile,
Napa’s deadline for the completion of seismic retrofits passed in the summer of 2009 and was ignored.

Brick buildings are classified as unreinforced masonry structures because bricks are blocks independent of each
other and not held together with reinforcing steel bars. During a jarring they can jostle apart, causing the roof to
cave in. Concrete cinder blocks without reinforcement behave in the same way.

The city of Napa has not required all brick building owners to retrofit. During the last 5.2 earthquake, in 2000, a
large block of stone fell off of the front of the historic Goodman Library. Luckily no one was on the sidewalk at
the time and the building has since been seismically upgraded.

The potential for much greater danger lies in the Milliken Dam, built without steel reinforcement one mile from
the Green Valley Fault. The safety of the dam, which already has cracks in it, was investigated this year by the
Grand Jury. They found, “Although dam failure is unlikely, a nearby major earthquake may be strong enough to
cause failure.”

So if a 6.5 maximum credible earthquake (MCE) occurs on the Green Valley Fault, the dam could possibly
jostle apart and fail, since existing cracks have created seven large independent un-reinforced concrete blocks.

I wouldn’t like to be living downstream if that happens.

The Grand Jury did not interview any critics of the dam.

A previous engineering report stated that some of the blocks could pop out seven inches during an MCE. But
that is based on the assumption that the blocks are rough rectangles or trapezoidal with the small plane facing



downstream. What if the shapes are trapezoidal with the small face upstream? When shaken, one could possibly
pop out, like a cork out of a champagne bottle. No study has ever plotted the internal shapes of these large
unattached blocks.

The Grand Jury report said, “It should be noted that a major earthquake could require all dams in the county to
be drained to 50 percent of capacity as a safety precaution.” However, the hollow discharge intake tower inside
the Milliken reservoir, also built without reinforcement, would fall into a pile of rubble. What good will the
newly installed, easy-to-operate, shiny brass drain valve be in an actual emergency if the intake hole gets
plugged by chunks of broken concrete?

The Grand Jury did not look into risk assessment: the total numbers of people living downstream within the
Dam Inundation Map zone who may be killed, or the catastrophic loss of property from a dam failure vs. the
inconvenience of paying for a retrofit. Of course a retrofit is impossible.

A State Division of Dam Safety engineer told me that they would not allow a dam to be built today that is
located so close to an active earthquake fault.

A critical look is needed here — not a glossing-over, a best-case scenario, crossing our fingers, or counting on
Lady Luck.

The city has exempted itself from the seismic requirements it imposes on others. It is reluctant to invest in
restructuring or removing a faulty structure for the same reasons; presumably for the inconvenience, and a lack
of money.

Not to prepare for a disaster is to invite it. And we have put out the welcome mat. November 2008: “Small
quake rattles Napa area.” June 2009: “Tiny quake rumbles below Napa.” June 2008: “The USGS has reported
...” Tick, tick, tick.


